Abstract-For complex and popular software, project teams could receive a large number of bug reports. It is often tedious and costly to manually assign these bug reports to developers who have the expertise to fix the bugs. Many bug triage techniques have been proposed to automate this process. In this paper, we describe our study on applying conventional bug triage techniques to projects of different sizes. We find that the effectiveness of a bug triage technique largely depends on the size of a project team (measured in terms of the number of developers). 
I. INTRODUCTION
For a complex and popular software system the project team could receive a large number of bug reports. Once a bug is reported, it is typically recorded in a bug tracking system, and is assigned to a developer to resolve. Bug report assignment is an important phase of bug triage, since inappropriate developers may delay the bug resolution time. Empirical studies on Eclipse and Mozilla [11] show that 37%-44% of bugs have been re-assigned (tossed) at least once to another developer. One of the common reasons for bug tossing is that bugs are assigned to developers by mistake. As a result, the bug-fixing time is prolonged.
Current practice of bug triage is largely a manual process. The triager (the developer who triages bugs) needs to examine a bug report and decide who has the expertise in resolving the bug. Such a process could be a tedious and costly process when the number of bug reports is large. For example, more than 333,000 bugs were reported for Eclipse project from Oct. 2001 to Dec. 2010, in average 99 bugs every day [28] . Assuming that it took 5 minutes to triage a bug, then over 8 hours would be spent on bug assignment alone. According to Tyler Downer 1 , a former Mozilla Community Lead, there were 5934 unconfirmed bugs in the shipping version of Firefox 4, among them 2598 had not been touched over the past 150 days since the launch of Firefox 4. In a post that explains the reasons for his departure, he voices frustration with Mozilla that no attention is paid to triage bugs.
Many researchers have proposed methods for automated bug report assignment. These methods are largely based on text categorization and machine learning techniques [1] , [3] , [7] , which treat bug reports as documents and the associated developers of bugs as categories, and apply machine learning techniques to assign new bug reports to developers. For example, ýubraniü and Murphy [7] proposed a Naïve Bayes based method to predict developers who should fix the bug based on the bug's description. They evaluated 15,670 Eclipse bugs and can correctly predict 30% of the bug report assignments. However, to our knowledge, these methods have not been widely applied in practice. Furthermore, their accuracy could be further improved.
For some software projects, especially the small to medium projects that adopt an agile development process (e.g., Scrum [18] ), the team sizes are typically small. An empirical study of 109 different Scrum teams found that the teams have 4 to 18 members [6] . For other projects, especially large-scale open source projects such as Eclipse, the team size is often large, even up to hundreds or thousands. In this paper, we evaluate the effectiveness of conventional bug triage methods on two medium-sized industrial projects of a company ABC (the actual company name is not disclosed for the sake of confidentiality). Our results show that the conventional bug triage methods are effective for these industrial projects. We also analyze the impact of team size on the effectiveness of bug triage methods, and find that the conventional bug triage methods become less effective when the number of developers increases.
To improve the effectiveness of bug triage methods for large projects, in this paper we propose BugFixer, an automated bug report assignment method based on historical bugfix information. BugFixer constructs a Developer-ComponentBug (DCB) network, which models the relationship between the developers and the source code components they worked on, as well as the relationship between the components and the associated bugs. For a new bug report, BugFixer computes the similarity between this bug and the existing bugs, calculates the relevance between the new bug and developers, and recommends a ranked list of developers who could fix this bug. BugFixer also applies a new preprocessing technique to tokenize the bug reports, and computes the similarity between two bug reports using the Vector Space Model (VSM), taking into consideration both bug report and source file information. With BugFixer, a human bug triager can examine the recommendation list and assign the new bug report to an appropriate developer.
We have evaluated BugFixer on three large-scale open source projects (namely Eclipse, Mozilla, and Netbeans), as well as two smaller industrial projects. In total, we have experimented on 9,779 bug reports. The results show that for smaller projects, BugFixer achieves comparable performance as the conventional bug triage methods do (such as those based on SVM [1] , [3] , [7] ). BugFixer is more effective in recommending bug fixers for larger projects. For example, for 42.36% bugs in Eclipse, their fixers are correctly ranked by BugFixer in the top 1 of the recommendation list; for 73.85% bugs in Eclipse, their fixers are correctly ranked in top 5. The experimental results show that BugFixer is suitable for projects of different sizes and is more effective than the conventional bug triage methods. We believe that our method can help accelerate the process of bug triage in practice.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the bug triage background. Section III describes our case study on applying bug triage methods to industrial projects. Section IV describes the proposed BugFixer method for large projects. Section V presents our experimental design for evaluating BugFixer and shows the experimental results. We discuss the proposed approach and threats to validity in Section VI. Section VII surveys related work followed by Section VIII that concludes this paper.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Bug Triage
Bugs are inevitable in software development. In daily testing and maintenance, bug reports are accumulated and stored in projects' bug tracking system. A bug tracking system provides a platform for tracking the status of bug reports. Once a bug report is created, the bug begins its lifecycle (e.g., being assigned, resolved, or closed). Through the bug tracking system, developers can also collaborate on reproducing and fixing bugs.
A bug report should be assigned to an appropriate developer before the process of bug fixing [3] . The step of assigning bug reports to developers is called bug triage. The developer who triages bugs is called a triager. For a new bug report, the triager first determines whether this bug report contains sufficient information. For a meaningful bug report, the triager sets the bug severity and assigns it to a developer who is responsible for fixing the bug. If the assigned developer is not able to fix the bug, the bug can be assigned again to another developer. In real-world software projects, the process of manual bug triage could be tedious and time-consuming since the number of bug reports is overwhelming [1] , [9] .
B. Conventional Bug Triage Methods
Since manual bug triage is time-consuming, automated techniques are proposed to reduce the time cost [1] , [3] , [7] , [13] . ýubraniü and Murphy [7] proposed one of the first methods of automated bug triage in 2004. In their work, they employed a text-categorization approach based on the Naïve Bayes classifier and achieved the precision around 30% on Eclipse. The problem of assigning bug reports to developers is mapped to a text categorization problem. That is, a new bug report (a textual document) is classified to a set of candidate developers (categories) based on a classifier, which is trained using historical data. Anvik et al. [3] extended the above textcategorization approach with various classifiers and a recommendation list. Based on the recommendation list, a human triager can make a decision by leveraging the results of automated bug report assignment. Figure 1 shows a general process of a text-categorization based bug triage method. It mainly has two phases. First, given the historical bug reports in a bug repository, the textual information of bug reports and their associated developers are extracted to train a classifier (e.g., Naïve Bayes or SVM). Second, for a new bug report, the classifier ranks candidate developers and recommends a list of developers to a human triager. The triager can then assign the new bug report to an appropriate developer who can fix the bug. 
III. BUG TRIAGE -AN INDUSTRIAL CASE STUDY
A. Bug Triage Process of the Company
We study the bug triage process in an IT company ABC, which provides worldwide IT solutions and services. The bug tracking system used in the company is built with Team Foundation Server (TFS) on Microsoft Visual Studio Platform. Figure 2 gives a snapshot of the TFS bug tracking system.
The studied project teams in the company adopt the Scrum software development process. The team members play sever- In practice, most bugs are filed by the test team but it is acceptable to record bugs by the development team as well. The process of bug triage is easy if a bug is recorded by the development team. Most of such bugs will be directly assigned to the developer who filed it. If a bug report is created by test team members, the process of bug triage is more complicated. After the bug is created, it should first be assigned to the test team leader for review. Then the test team leader decides if the bug is valid and reproducible according to the reproduce steps. Once the bug report is validated, it is assigned to development team leader. The development team leader then reviews the bug and assigns the bug to a developer who has the appropriate knowledge of the bug. This is the common triage process adopted in the company. One problem is that, there might be quite a number of bugs filed, especially when new releases are coming out. In this situation the triage burden is rather heavy.
B. Studied Projects
We evaluate the effectiveness of the automated bug triage methods on industrial projects. The TFS bug tracking system used in the company records a list of updated source files if the bug is fixed. In general, when a developer commits bugfixing code, she/he needs to specify the bug being fixed. Thus the modified source files can be automatically linked to the bug report. We take the developer who committed the bugfixing changes as the bug fixer, and developed tools to collect the data.
We have collected data from the following two industrial projects from the company:
• EBCP, which is a workflow process management tool.
For this project, we studied its 1008 bug reports filed from 3/5/2012 to 9/26/2012, which include 1008 bugs. There have been 19 developers involved in this project.
• DMGR, which is a solution accelerator for Microsoft Server and Cloud platform, enabling visualized upgrading process for IT administrators. For this project, we studied its 686 bug reports filed from 9/3/2010 to 12/20/2012. There have been 11 developers involved in this project.
C. Evaluating Automated Bug Triage Methods
We apply the conventional SVM and Naïve Bayes based bug triage methods (as described in Section II-B) to the industrial projects.
We perform a 5-round incremental analysis [28] on the two project datasets. First, we chronologically sort all the bug reports in a project; then, these bug reports are divided into 6 equally-sized folds. We form 5 rounds evaluation with these 6 folds. For the ith round analysis, the first i folds are used as the training set and the (i+1)th fold is used as the test set.
We use the Recall@k metric to evaluate the effectiveness of bug triage. Recall@k is the number of bugs whose associated developer is ranked in the top k (k=1, 3, 5) of the returned results. Given a bug report, if the top k results contain the developer who fixed the bug, we consider the developer is located. The higher the metric value is, the better the performance is.
We show the evaluation results in Table I . For EBCP, the SVM-based bug triage method achieves an average Recall@1 value of 23.19%, which means that for 23.19% bug reports, SVM-based method can successfully recommend their associated developers as top 1. The Recall@5 value is 61.19%, which means that for 61.19% bugs, their developers can be found in the top 5 return results. Similarly, for DMGR, the Recall@1 and Recall@5 values achieved by the SVM-based method are 27.92% and 66.15%, respectively. Overall, the SVM-based results are considered satisfactory, and are much better than the results of the Naïve Bayes based method. These results are consistent with what obtained by others [1] , [3] .
We also analyze the impact of project team size on the evaluation results. To do so, we evaluate the performance of SVM and Naïve Bayes based bug triage methods with different numbers of developers. For each project, we randomly select 25%, 50%, and 75% of the original developers. Then bug reports associated with these developers are extracted to form new datasets. In this way, we can form another three datasets from the sampling of the original dataset. For each dataset, we evaluate the results with the 5-round incremental learning framework. The experiments are repeated for 10 individual runs and the averages of the 10 runs are taken as the final results. Figure 3 presents the final results of this analysis. We can see that when the number of developers increases, the In summary, the findings we obtained fro are as follows:
• Conventional bug triage methods, espec based method [1] , [3] , work well for the s projects.
• However, the performance of conventi methods drops when the size of project te
To improve the performance of bug tria large projects, we propose a novel method which will be described in the next section.
IV. BUGFIXER -THE PROPOSED APPR
We propose BugFixer, an automated bug The overall structure of BugFixer is shown in Fixer leverages the bug report information tracking systems as well as the bug-fix inf from the change logs of source code repositor constructs a network called Developer-(DCB) network. In a DCB network, the bugs components in which they are fixed; and th linked to the components to which they comm changes. Once a new bug report arrives, Bug VSM model to compute the similarity betwe 
A. Bug Report Similarity 1) Preprocessing
Existing bug triage methods ext bug summary and description, and to a machine learning algorithm to potential developers. The convent nique splits text into separate word "," and "."), removes common sto "the"), and performs stemming. Ho Naïve Bayes Naïve Bayes bug reports are abbreviations or composed words. These words may imply different aspects of bug characteristics. The conventional preprocessing technique has difficulties in handling these words. Therefore, the accuracy of recommending developers could be adversely affected.
We develop a new tokenization algorithm to split these words into single words. For example, in the word "ICVSUIPlugin", the prefix "I" and the suffix "Plugin" will be extracted according to the naming convention of Java. The remaining "CVSUI" will be further split into "CVS" and "UI" as these two words exist in the set of words extracted from all bug reports. Therefore "ICVSUIPlugin" will finally be split into three words "CVS", "UI" and "Plugin" ("I" is considered as a stop word). Figure 5 illustrates the tokenization algorithm for preprocessing the text in bug reports. We first remove all stop words from the text (Line 1). Then we use WordNet 2 to transform all words into unified forms (Line 3) and split the words according to the commonly-adopted naming conventions such as Java naming convention (Line 4). In this way, we obtain a set of words (wordSet). For each word, we split it into two words if possible, by iteratively searching for two potential subwords that exists in the wordSet (Lines 7-14).
2) Computing Bug Report Similarity using VSM
BugFixer computes the similarity between two bug reports using Vector Space Model (VSM). Besides the bug report information, we leverage the source file information of previously fixed bugs. A project's source code repository contains logs of bug-fixing changes, from which we can establish links between bug reports and associated source files. bugs, and these keywords are supplementary to those in the bug reports. Therefore, analyzing source file information related to a bug report can help identify the similarity among bug reports. Note that we only consider the source file information for previously fixed bugs. For newly arrived bug reports, such information remains unknown and thus is not used.
To compute the similarity between two bug reports, BugFixer first combines the source file name (for fixed bug only), bug summary, and bug description into one text. It then preprocesses the text according to the algorithm described in Figure 5 . Finally, VSM is applied to calculate the similarity between the two bug reports.
The similarity function used by VSM is defined as follows: 
B. The DCB Network
We build a Developer-Component-Bug (DCB) network to determine the relevance between bug reports and developers and perform recommendation over the network.
1) Constructing DCB
A DCB network is a directed graph, G dcb =(V dcb , E dcb ), where V dcb is a set of nodes representing the three kinds of nodes (Developer, Component, Bug). A Developer is the bug fixer who fixes the bug by committing source code changes to version control system. A Component is a group of source code files that achieves certain functionalities. A component could correspond to a source file package or a sub-package. A Bug is denoted by a bug report that is comprised of a unique bug id, bug summary, and bug description. E dcb is a set of edges between bugs and components, and between components and developers. The DCB network is constructed using historical bug-fix data obtained by mining software repositories (including bug repository and SVN/CVS logs). It models the relationship between the developers and the source code components they worked on, as well as the relationship between the components and the associated bugs.
In a DCB, each edge (e b2c ) between a bug b i and a component c j is assigned a weight, as well as each edge (e c2d ) between a component c j and a developer d k . For e b2c , its weight is set as the number of files that were modified in order to fix a bug. Formally: In Figure 6 , the edges in the DCB ne weights are set as follows:
• Every component is connected to the asso weight between a bug and a compone number of files in the component that sh in order to fix the bug. 
V. EVALUATION OF
A. Data Collection
To evaluate the effectiveness of we choose three large-scale open Mozilla, and Netbeans. All of the known large-scale open source syste empirical software engineering re Bugzilla bug tracking system an control system. We apply the repository approach [4] ugFixer recommends the ug report. The developers of descending order according Developers with the higher e., more likely to be able to triager can examine the the new bug report to a BUGFIXER BugFixer for large projects, n source projects: Eclipse, se three projects are wellems and are widely used in esearch. They all use the nd the CVS/SVN version standard mining software the fixers of the bugs (i.e., the developer who committed the bug-fixing changes) for the three projects.
For Eclipse, we studied its bugs reported for Eclipse 3. To evaluate the performance of BugFixer on different sizes of projects, we also run BugFixer on the two industrial projects as described in Section III.
In our experiments, the components in DCB are defined at the package level. For Eclipse and Netbeans, we define a component as a fourth-level Java package (such as org.eclipse.core.debug). For Mozilla, as it does not have explicit package structure, we identify the components by grouping files according to their full file name (with path) and the common words in the names. For example, the two files "/projects/sumo/branches/production/webroot/categorize.php" and "projects/sumo/trunk/webroot/categorize.php" are grouped into the same component named "sumo.webroot.categorize".
B. Research Questions
In order to evaluate BugFixer, we propose three Research Questions (RQs):
RQ1: How effective is the BugFixer method?
RQ1 evaluates the performance of BugFixer. To answer RQ1, we perform a 5-round incremental analysis [28] for each industrial project, as described in Section III-C. For each open source project, we perform a 10-round incremental analysis [28] because of the abundance of the data.
We also compare BugFixer with the existing machine learning based developer recommendation methods, such as those based on Naïve Bayes and SVM [1] , [3] , [7] . The default Naïve Bayes (with multi-nominal) and LibSVM classifiers provided by the Weka tool [24] are used as the Naïve Bayes and SVM implementation, respectively.
RQ2:
Is the proposed method for computing bug similarity effective?
In Section IV-A, we propose a method for computing bug report similarity. The method includes a novel tokenization algorithm, which splits words in bug reports using the algorithm described in Figure 5 . The method also utilizes the source file names to supplement the bug report information of existing bugs. Without using the proposed bug similarity method, BugFixer could use the conventional preprocessing method, which separates words using non-alphabetical letters, removes common stop words, and performs stemming. Furthermore, the conventional method does not consider source file information. To answer this RQ, we compare the performance of BugFixer using the proposed and the conventional bug similarity methods, while keeping the rest elements (VSM similarity measure, DCB network) the same.
RQ3: Is the proposed recommendation over DCB technique effective?
In Section IV-B, we propose to use a DCB network to perform recommendations by computing relevance between developers and new bugs. This RQ evaluates the effectiveness of the DCB technique by comparing the performance of BugFixer with and without using DCB. Without using DCB, BugFixer could compute the similarity between the new bug and the previously fixed bugs as described in Section IV-A, and recommend the developers of similar bugs to resolve the new bug. The developers are ranked in descending order according to their similarities to the new bug. When using DCB, BugFixer performs recommendations over DCB as described in Section IV-B.
We use the same Recall@k metric as described in Section III to evaluate the performance of BugFixer, which shows the number of bugs whose associated developer is ranked in the top k (k=1, 3, 5) of the returned results.
C. Evaluation Results
RQ1: How effective is the BugFixer method?
We evaluate BugFixer by performing the 10-round incremental analysis on Eclipse, Mozilla and Netbeans datasets. For projects EBCP and DMGR, we perform the 5-round incremental analysis. The results are shown in Table II We also present the results of incremental analysis for each project in Table III . For each project, Recall@k values for each round are listed. For Eclipse, the Recall@5 values range from 58.69% to 80.77%. For Mozilla, the Recall@5 values range from 52.14% to 68.48%. For Netbeans, the Recall@5 values range from 25.67% to 63.10%. The difference between each round is caused by the data characteristics of bug reports and their developers. Note that the second round of Recall@5 result for EBCP is low, therefore causing the overall low average Recall@5 value for EBCP.
In summary, our experiments show that BugFixer is effective in bug triage, especially for large-scale projects. For small projects, BugFixer generally achieves comparable performance as the SVM-based bug triage method.
RQ2:
For the large projects, we compare the performance of BugFixer with and without using the proposed method for computing bug similarity (Section IV-A). The comparison results are shown in Table IV . By adopting the proposed method, the performance of BugFixer increases for all projects. The relative improvement ranges from 6.46% to 23.18%. The results confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method for computing bug similarity.
RQ3: Is the proposed recommendation over DCB Technique effective?
We compare the performance of BugFixer on large projects with and without the proposed DCB network. The comparison results are shown in Table V . By adopting the recommendation over DCB technique as described in Section IV-B, the performance of BugFixer increases for all three projects. The relative improvement ranges from 7.85% to 48.58%. The results confirm the effectiveness of the proposed DCB-based recommendation technique. VI. DISCUSSIONS
A. Why does BugFixer Work Better than the Conventional Methods?
Conventional machine learning based methods are essentially a text-categorization approach, utilizing a classifier such as Naïve Bayes or SVM. They treat each developer as a category and each bug report as a document. For a small number of developers, such categorization could be effective. However, when the number of developers (categories) increases, it is hard for a classifier to perform multi-class classification. Furthermore, designing an accurate and efficient classifier is very challenging for multi-class classification.
BugFixer does not adopt a text-categorization approach. It utilizes historical bug-fix information. The DeveloperComponent-Bug network captures the knowledge of "who fixed what, where". In a DCB network, the bugs are linked to the components in which they are fixed; and the developers are linked to the components in which they fix the bugs. The components could reflect the expertise of the developers and the characteristic of the bugs. Once a new bug report arrives, BugFixer performs recommendation over DCB based on the relevance scores between the developers and the new bug report. In this sense, BugFixer is more like a random walk approach [21] .
B. The Missing Cases
Although our experiments show that BugFixer can effectively recommend suitable developers for fixing bugs, it may still fail to provide good recommendation for certain bug reports.
Some bugs could be fixed by a new developer (the developer who did not fix any bugs before), therefore his/her expertise cannot be learned from historical data. For example, in our experiments, on average, 4.36% of the Mozilla bugs and 2.89% of the DMGR bugs are fixed by a new developer in each round, therefore the performance of BugFixer is affected. Furthermore, some developers may have the expertise for fixing a bug, but they were busy with other duties at the time of bug triage therefore the task was eventually assigned to another developer.
Once a new bug report arrives, BugFixer applies the VSM model to compute the similarity between the new bug report and the previously fixed bug reports, before performing recommendation over DCB. However, some bug reports could be very brief, as the users/testers did not spend much time on writing detailed problem scenarios. This causes difficulty in similarity comparison. Furthermore, different users/testers may use different words to describe the same problem. For example, when reporting the problem of a software crash, different reporters may use different words such as "exception", "crash", "failure", "error", "down", etc. Currently BugFixer does not consider the semantic similarity among words. Therefore, it may treat these reports as dissimilar texts, causing the inaccuracy in recommendation.
We will address the above issues in our future work and to further improve the performance of the proposed approach.
C. Threats to Validity
In this section, we list the potential threats to validity of our work as follows:
In this paper, we evaluate automated bug triage methods through a case study of two industrial projects. Then we propose a new method to further improve the effectiveness of bug triage on five projects. There is still room for further improvement regarding generality. In our work, we find out that the project size can affect the performance of automated bug triage. This finding may be limited by the types of projects. Thus, it is helpful to evaluate more bug data from different types of projects. Moreover, in our industrial case study, to form projects with different sizes, we randomly sample developers in the original projects. We individually run such sampling 10 times to avoid the sampling bias.
In bug tracking systems, all the bug reports are described in natural languages. Hence, the performance of our approach relies on the quality of bug reports. A poorly-written bug report cannot provide sufficient information for bug triage, or even mislead classifiers. To avoid the disturbing of low-quality bug reports, identifying the quality of bug reports [10] would be useful.
In our proposed method BugFixer, we design a DeveloperComponent-Bug network to model the relationship between bug reports and their developers. We leverage component information to connect bug reports and developers. The links between components and bugs and the links between components and developer are obtained by mining change logs and bug reports. However, sometimes such links could be noisy. For example, some links between a bug and the component where the bug is fixed could be missing because the developers did not explicitly mark the bug ID in change logs or source code [25] . In the future, we will study the impact of data quality on bug triage.
VII. RELATED WORK
In recent years, many studies have been carried out on bug reports, for example, bug-fixing time prediction [23] , [30] , bug-proneness prediction [31] , [34] , bug localization [33] , and quality analysis of bug reports [10] . A prior step to bug triage is duplicate bug detection. The aim of duplicate bug detection is to identify whether a new bug report has the same root cause of an existing one. Runeson et al. [17] first proposed this problem and used an information retrieval technique to model the similarity between duplicate bug reports. Wang et al. [22] combined the execution trace with the bug description to further improve duplicate bug detection. Recent work by Zhou and Zhang [32] employed a learning-to-rank technique to train the rankings of potential duplicate bugs.
For bug triage, Anvik et al. [1] experimented with six machine learning algorithms for automated bug assignment. Such algorithms include Naïve Bayes, SVM, C4.5, expectation maximization, nearest neighbor, and conjunctive rules. Their experimental results show that SVM and Naïve Bayes algorithms produced the highest precision when making one recommendation. However, when making two or more recommendations, SVM generally provides a higher precision. They therefore chose SVM as the algorithm for designing a developer recommender. In recent years, methods are investigated to improve the text-categorization based bug triage, such as those using the semi-supervised text classification [29] , the fuzzy set [20] and the data reduction [27] . In our work, we utilize historical bug-fix information to improve the bug triage accuracy.
Bug triage is related to the work on determining developers' expertise. Developers could accumulate expertise over years in certain areas of software development. Therefore, identifying the developer expertise could be helpful to the work allocation. Expertise Browser [15] considers the person who commits the code to source code repository an expert of the source file. Anvik and Murphy [2] proposed to mine the implementation expertise from bug reports and evaluate various methods to model the expertise. Fritz et al. [8] proposed a degree-of-knowledge approach to capture the implementation expertise. Their model utilizes both code authorship and developer interaction information. Moreover, Matter et al. [14] proposed a vocabulary-based method to measure the developer expertise and suggest developers with appropriate expertise to handle bugs. Using eight years of Eclipse development as a case study (13,077 bugs in total), their method can achieve 33.6% top-1 precision and 71.0% top-10 recall. Wu et al. [26] utilized the expertise to identify the developers who can make contributions to projects. They examined various models of the developer expertise and found that the frequency and the out-degree in developer collaboration outperform the other models. Developer expertise can be also helpful to recommending developers to assistant performing software changes. For example, Kagdi and Poshyvanyk [12] proposed an approach that combines the text similarity in Latent Semantic Indexing with the code expertise obtained by mining software repositories. This approach can be used to recommend a ranked list of candidate developers for making source code changes.
In bug triage, after the initial assignment, a bug report could be reassigned to other developers. Many studies have investigated the bug report reassignment. Guo et al. [9] presented a large-scale analysis of the process of bug reassignment in Microsoft Windows Vista. In contrast to the popular opinion that reassignments are always harmful, their work found that certain reassignments are useful to determine the best person for bug fixing. Jeong et al. [11] explored the historical reassignments in bug triage and proposed a bug tossing graph to reduce the reassignment. Bhattacharya and Neamtiu [5] extended the tossing graph with multiple features to further improve the effectiveness.
In recent years, developer social networks have been employed for recommendation and prediction. Xuan et al. [28] prioritized developers with a developer communication network based on bug comments. Pinzger et al. [16] built a developer-module network and predicted software module failures with social network metrics. Surian et al. [19] proposed a Developer-Project-Property (DPP) structure as a representation of the developers' collaboration network for developer recommendation. Zhou et al. [32] utilized a bug-file structure to recommend source code files for fixing a bug. In contrast to above approaches, the proposed method in this paper, BugFixer, utilizes the relationship between developers, components, and bug reports. The Developer-Component-Bug network in our work can effectively model the developer activities in bug triage.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
Bug triage could be a time-consuming and costly process. Our empirical studies on two industrial projects show that the conventional bug triage methods are effective for these projects. We also find that the conventional bug triage methods become less effective when the number of developers increases.
To improve the performance of bug triage for large projects, we have proposed BugFixer, an automated bug report assignment method that utilizes historical bug fix data. BugFixer adopts a new method for computing bug report similarity. BugFixer also constructs a novel network structure, called Developer-Component-Bug (DCB), to model the relationship between the developers and the source code components they worked on, as well as the relationship between the components and the associated bugs. For a new bug, BugFixer calculates its similarity to existing bugs, and recommends developers based on the structure of DCB network. We have evaluated BugFixer on three large-scale open source projects, namely Eclipse, Mozilla, and Netbeans. The evaluation results are promising. For example, for the Eclipse project, the actual developers of 42.36% bugs are ranked as top 1 in our recommendation list while the actual developers of 73.85% bugs are ranked as top 5. These results are significantly better than those of the conventional machine learning based methods (SVM and Naïve Bayes based ones). Our experimental results also show that, for small projects, BugFixer generally achieves comparable performance as the conventional, SVM-based method.
In the future, we plan to carry out large-scale evaluations of the proposed method on a variety of projects. We will also identify more features (such as those described in [9] ) that could affect the bug triage process.
